Update 7.04.2020

Looking after your car’s paintwork...

We thought it would be nice to share some of our experience here at Fleetline and maybe give the guys, or gals something to have fun with (and do at home) as the weather steadily improves..

When starting anything, it’s often hard to know where to start, never mind looking after your car’s paintwork properly. Doing it well can be a bit of a maze, there are several different levels, with quite a few different techniques and theories, but we’re here to start you off on some of the basics. Basics that probably sound too detailed to be basic, but we can assure you this is as basic as proper maintenance gets....

**Washing the car Step 1**

Always, always, always start with the wheels. We can’t say it enough. Your wheels are the grubbiest area of the car so will require a good pre-soak with a quality wheel cleaner. You’ll a good brush to get to the hard-to-reach areas, along with a separate wash mitt and bucket than you’d use on the paintwork. Or just make sure you clean your wash mitt and bucket thoroughly before you start on the car body

We like Auto Finesse Imperial Wheel Cleaner available online from most online retailers for under £9

Watch out for step two tomorrow...

This is a difficult time for everybody, and as we’re open supporting critical services to stay on the road. We’re here for everyone, Stay Safe

**The Fleetline Team**